But why two engines, on such a light
airframe? Well, the AirCam was
originally designed by Philip Lockwood
as a camera ship for the Nationai
Geographic Society. As the society
wanted an aircraft that could safely
fly 'low 'n' slow' over very inhospitable
terrain (the Ndoki rain forest in tlle
Congo) Phil designed a lightweight twin
engine aircraft with a very big parasol
wing and the tandem seats well forward
of the wing in an open cockpit.
As I drew nearer to the AirCam I could

quite clearly see that this was a machine
in which 'form follows function'. Its
utilitarian design parameters hao clearly
taken precedence over any attempt to
make it 'look nice'. A looker it isn't.
However', 'handsome is as handsome

"IT DOES EXACTLY
WHAT IT SAYS
ON THE FIN"
does', and I was soon to discover that
although it may not be among t le
prettiest aircraft I've ever flown, it is
certainly one of the most versatile
and the most tractable, as well as
being possibly the safest.
The pre-fliqht inspection revealed
that it has been constructed from a

The undercarriage
has a wheel -track of
over 2.5m and looked
well suiled to Ihe
rough 'n' tumble of
bush flying. (All Ke'! .
SIeve Flet-her unless

;tated),

All the control
surfaces are fabric'
covered. Note that
the rUdder doesn't
have a trim tab.

fascinating fusion of methods and
materials. For eKample, the fuselage
is a monocoque structure, made from
aluminium sheets, while pre-formed
aluminium is used for the wing spars
and ribs. The large parasol wing is
mostly fabric-covered - except for the
centre section, which is skinned with
aluminium.
The centre section also carries the
engines and fuel tanks. and I noted with
interest the two large NACA ducts in
the winq's underside whict) dirHt air to
the radiators. Also of interest were the
vor-tex generator-s on the upper surface,
in front of the engines.
The fabric-covered outer wing panels
are fairly easy to remove, leaving

the engines and fuel with the centre
sec ion. I don't know of any other
twin that you can take the wings off
without first removing the engines.
The fuselage can then be placed on
a trailer (as it is only 2.6m wide) with
the engines still in place, although the
props must be removed. As I continUed
the pre-flight, one of the things that
struck me was just how accessible
everything is. For example, all the
various attachment poInts for the wing
and undercarriage are easy to check,
as are the control connections and
actuators. Interestingly. what Is usually
one of the simplest tasks on most
aeroplanes - hecking the oil - is not so
e<\sy on the AirCam due to the position
of the engines. A number of engine
options are available. from 64hp two
stroke Rotax 582s to 100hp Rotax 9125.
The cOmpany Is also working on a new
914 installation. These turbocharged
engines produce a maximum of 115hp
up to 10,000 ft, and are intended
for Aircams equipped with
amphibious floats. The
new engine
package will

incorporate three
blade constant speed
Airmaster props with
reverse pitch, for
exceptional manoeuvrability
on the water.
The engines are fed from a pair
of tanks with a capacity of 53 Iitres
each. While inspectmg the engines,
two other fascinating facets I noted
were that the broad span, narrow chord
flaps practically meet in the centre of
the wing, and the engines are located
very close to the fuselage centreline.
The flaps are electrically actuated, and
extend up to 40°.
The wide-track unde carriage
(over 205m) looked particUlarly well
suited to the rough 'n' tumble of bush
flying. The malnwheels are sensibly
sized, and carry toe-operated hydraulic
disc brakes. They are suspended from
a simple spring steel affair requiring
practically zero maintenance, while
the tail wheel is a custom pneumatic
unit made by Lockwood Aircraft
especially or the AirCam. Some
older A/rCams use a Maule taitwheel
assembly. Both tailwheels steer
throuqh the rudder pedals.

The rate 01 chmb IS
phenomenal.

~ehlnd the rear seat Is a capacious
cargo bay, located almost exactly on
the eG. On the test aJrcraft, optional
lockabl al minium doors covered the
bay. although Phil said he preferred to
leave it open like a pick-up truck bed
and just tie the cargo down. ot
only is this lighter. but larger items
can be accommodated.
An auxiliary fuel tank can also
be fitted into the cargo
bay for ferry
flights: when

Th@ pneumatic tailwheel steers tllrough the rudder p@dals.

In tailed, it doubles the fuel capacity
from 106 to 212 IItres. As I walked
towards the tail, I noticed another
unusual design feature - there are
bracing wires from both the rear struts
to he side of the empennage, just in
front of the fin. These wires help to
keep the conneclJon between the wing
and fuselage rigid without the need '
for addition cabane tubes. The fin is
absolutely huge, and carnes a wlre
braced mid-mounted tailplane. All the
control surfaces are rabric-covered,
and I was surprised to see the rUdder
was not fitted witt't a trim tab - most
unusual for a twin-engined aircraft.
Pre-flight complete, I stepped back for

Sensibly sized mainwh@els Garry toe-operated
hydraulic disc brakes.
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an overview of the entire aircraft. My
initial impressions were all positive. This
appeared to be a machine that ad not
only been thoughtfully designed, but
also very well made. However, as myoid
granny often observed, "the proof of the
designing is in the flying" so I eagerly
made my way back to the cockpit. I was
already beginning to appreciate tha the
AirCam really is unique, and began to
look forward eagerly to the forthcoming
flight. I always enjoy aircraft that are
a little bit different - and the AirCam
definitely qualifies!
The seats are adjustable, but the
position must be set before sitting down.
A step on the right side provides access
to the front cockpit. Prior to climbing
aboard, I pulled on my calfskin gloves,
anticipating that the forthcoming flight
would probably be on the cool side.
However, Richard Johnson (the pilot of

the other AirCam) said I would not
need them as the front windscreen
was so well designed. In fact, his
actual words were: "Hell, Dave, you
could probably light up a smoke if you
wanted!" Having flown around 25
different types of open cockpit aircraft
in the past, this struck me as probably
hyperbole (and I don't smoke anyway!)

"THE AIRCAM
REALLY IS UNIQUE"
Although I did put my gloves on, I made
a note to assess the cockpit conditions
in the cruise.
The test aircraft is owned by Bill
Timmer, a friend of Phil's who is a
renowned cinematographer. It is very
nicely equipped and well·organised. My
first thoughts were that the seats are
very comfortable, while the optional
pistol grip stick-top looked as if it was

Control around
all three aJCes is
exemplary, with
authoritative
ailerons. an effective
elevator and
powerful rudder.

from an F-16, as it literally bristled with
buttons. As well as a PTT and 'coolie
hat' type switch for the electric pitch
trim, the small toggle switch on the left
controls the electric flaps. The throttles
are mounted in a box bol ed to the left
cockpit sidewall, and move through a
considerable distance. All the engine
switches are on the left cockpit sill, with
the light sWltches on the right. In the
centre of the panel is a rotary mas er
switch, and the rubber-covered toggles
that are the masters fo' the avionics,
gyros and trim. The instruments are
nicely laid out. with a standard 'six pack'
in the centre, avionics to the right and
tachometers to the left. Beiow the
tachometers is a GPS, with the compass
and trim position indicator on the far
ieft. Underneath the flight instrumen s
are two columns of three engine gauges
(one for each motor). These show

oil temperatures, oil pressures, and
cylinder head temperatures. These
gauges are qUite small, but can be
augmented by red 'master warning'
lights immediately above each column.
At the base of the panel is a voltmeter
and two-pointer fuel gauge. An unusual
device is the 'Lift Reserve Indicator' (an
angle-of-attack gauge) mounted above
the instrument panel. This is an option,
as the standard kit does not come with
any type of stall warning indicator and
there is very little buffeting to warn of
an approachinq stall.
Two interesting omissions are that
the test aircraft has neither carb heat
controls nor fuel selectors. I asked Phil
about this, and he explained that the
standard AirCam kit does not ha'/e fuel
shut-off valves in the cockpit. When he
started desiqninq the aircraft, one of
his primary design qoals was to rnake
its systems as simple as possible, He
reasoned that you are more likely to
have an accident by leaving a valve
closed or partially closed than prevent
a problem by being able to shut off the
fuel. The type of engine installation.
used on the AirCarn - uncowled pushers
- also influenced this decision. (A fuel
shut-oil valve is much more importan,
in a tiqhtly cow led tractor where there
is more heat build up to encourage a
fire. Furthermore, if fire does occur it
will move rearward into the cockpit or
onto the wing,) Finally, in the event of a
forced landing it is much easier to land
an AirCam in a field than most aircraft,
due to its slow stall speed and low wing
loading, Carb heat is an option.
Overall. I thought that the controls and
instruments were very well laid out, with
one small exception. The switches that
control the ignition and fuel pumps are

With the power
pUlled right back, the
maximum endurance
when loitering at
50kts is in excess of
eight hours!

rubber-covered toggles immediately in
front of the throttles, I'd rather these
were guarded to protect them from
being accidentally bumped '011' by an
over-excited photographer - either by
a fold-out cover similar to the one that
pmtects the FMS and pressurisation

"IT IS WITHOUT
DOUBT THE MOST
FUN TWIN THAT I'VE
EVER FLOWN!"

A number of engine
options are available,
The test aircraft was
fitted with two 100hp
Rotax 912s,

contTOls in the Super King Air 350, or
even by old-style lift-up guards. I also
thought it might be beneficial if either
of the control sticks could be easily
removed.
With my four-point harness cinched
up (as the sills barely come up to your
hips it's nice to feel that you're strapped

in tight) and the designer in the back
seat. I was ready' to go. Before starting
tile engines, it is absoiutely imperative
to look back and ensure that the prop
arc is clear. Although you should
always check befOl'e shouting 'clear
prop', it is particulariy important in a
pusher aircraft.
Once the twin Rotaxes were humminCl
enerCletically, I rolled out onto the
taxiway. Taxiing out. I experienced
a sensation that I was to feel again
and aqain during the flight - the
AirCarn is incredibly controllable. The
combination of a steerable tailwheel,
differential braking and differential
thrust make for a highly manoeuvrable
machine. And if this wasn't enough,
the tailwheel can be made to swivel
through 360 0 for tight turns.
I'd already concluded that the
~

combination of a very low wing loadinq
and a very qood power-to-weight ratio
would give the AirCam sparkling take-off
performance - and I was right. I always
like to open the throttles slowly on any
aircraft I'm flying for he first time,
and on this occasion we were airborne
before the throttles hit their stops!
Honestly, readers - this machine doesn't
take off in the conventional fashion, it
sort of 'levitates'! With full power set I
kept hauling the nose up - and up - and
up in an attempt to maintain the Vy of
50kts. This pegged the needle of the
VSI on the stop at 2,OOOft/min.
The other AirCam. crewed by Richard
and photographer Fletch. had already

launched. so I 'cut tile corner' and set up
an intercept angle while simultaneously
lowering the nose. This not only greatly
improved the forward visibility (at Vy
all you can see are your toes!) but also
allowed the speed to increase. As the
airspeed rose. it suddenly occurred to
me that I wasn·t experiencinq any 'wind
biast' at all. The oir ill the cockpit was
practical y still! Astoundingly (and as
Richard had claimed), I probably could
have lit a cigarette. The amount of
protection afforded to the occupants
(well, the front-seater at least) is nothing
short of amaZing. It was also interesting
to note. that I had to pUll the power
right back once I'd levelled off. such is

The instrument panel
is nicely laid out,
with a standard 'six
pack' in the centre,
avionics to the right
and tachometers
to the left.
Underneath the flight
instruments are two
columns of three
engine gauges. and
at the base of he
panel is a voltmeter
and two-pointer fuel
gauge.
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Left: Note tile
'Lift Reserve
Indicator' above t/le
instrumen panel.

Left The pistol
grip incorporates
a PH. 'coolie-hat'
type switch for the
electric pitch trim
and a small toggle
switch for the
electric flaps.

left~ The throttles
are mounted in a
box bolted to the
left cockpit sidewall,
and move through
a considera ble
distance. All the
engine switches
are on the lelt
cockpit sill.

the surplUS of thrust. Indeed, it has
more than enough power to exceed
Vne on the level.
Being very current in formation flying
practice (this was my sixth forma ion
flight in as many days) it
took no ime at all to move into
position. The combination of two
powerful. responsive engines,
authoritative controls, outstanding
visibility and - when you need it 
plenty 0 drag, make the AirCal
a delight to fly formation In. You
can put it exactl y wllere the
photographer wants.
From the size of his grin, it looked
Ii' e Fletch was enjoying the shoot
as much as I was, and during the
debrief we agreed that the AirCam is
a great aircraft iii an air-to-air slloot,
irrespective of whether it is the
camera ship or the subject. It is also,
without doubt. the most fun twin that
I've ever flown!
With the photos soon completed, I
rolled the AirCam down and away from
the camer'a ship in a great sweeping
curve. As I've mentioned before,
formation work often shows up any
handling deficiencies and I can safely
report that the AirCam doesn't seem to
have any. Control around all three axes
is exemplary. with authoritative ailerons,

an effective elevator and powerful
rudder. Control harmony was also good,
while stick forces were light at low
speed, and 'firmed up' proportionally
as speed was increased. An interesting
point was that - despite the tact that
cables actuate all three at the primary
controls - there is almost no 'slop' in any
of the control circuits.
There is very little adverse yaw at hiqh
speeds, due to the huge fin, although
slow light required some rudder to keep
the turns co-ordinated.
An examination of the stick-free
stability was the next item on the flight

"IT LOOKED LIKE
THINGS WERE ABOUT
TO GET INTERESTING!"
test schedule. As I suspected, this
proved to be very good, The AirCam
is strongly positive longitudinally and
directionally, and positive laterally. All
round, it is a very solid, stable platform
- just wl,a! any photographer (and most
pilo s) would want.
Slow fiiqht is another regime in which
the AirCam was designed to excel, so I
slowly drew 'he power off while holding
the nOse just above the horizon. As
the airspeed fell away, I noticed just a
small amount of pre-stall buffet through
the stic~ before the sink rate began to

Increase, while at the stall it did tend to
drop a wing. I wondered if this might
be due to a combination of precession
and P-factor. The entire sequence was
very benign. I t en Initiated a series of
stalls with a fair amount of power and
ended up higher than whe I'd started!
The AirCam had already provided me
with a number of 'firsts' - and this was
another one. Furthermore, even if you
did accidentally stall (which must be
almost impossible) all you have to do is
'open the taps'. With such a high power
to-weight ratio and low wing loading. the
AirCam will be flying again instantly.
It is worth noting that due to the
relatively high thrust line produced
by the wing-mounted engines, adding
full power at the stall pitches the nose
down. Simultaneously moving the
sick too far forward creates a very
nose-down attitude, and a consequent
loss of altitude.
Interestingly, I performed the stalls
at a relatively low altitUde for a twin.
However - and as I'm sure you're
beginning to appreciate - the AirCam is
unlike any other twin.
Time now to examine another of the
AirCam's amazing claims to fame - its
remarkable single-engine performance.
After I shut down the left engine, the
nose swung somewhat lethargically left. ~
The large pole on the right
wing is a camera mount.

and only a small amount of right rudder
was needed to keep the ball centred.
Initially I just flew around for a while
to acquaint myself with its asymmetric
characteristics. These are so subtle as
to be al ost unnoticeable. The surplus
of power means that the performance
- although significantly degraded - is
still comparable to many light aircraft.
and as the engines are very close to the
centreline the rudder pedal forces are
very low and easily manageable, even in
turns. I now realised why there isn't a
rudder trimmer - it doesn't need one.
"Pretty benign, eh Dave?" Phil
observed over the intercom. "Now
here's something I'll bet you've never
done before In a piston-powered twin

I must admit that while studying the
specifications of the AirCam before
the flight. it had occurred to me tha a
useful load of 291kq did not sound like
a lot for a 200hp machine. I suspect
tha the 763kg MAUW is extremely
conservative, and is primarily to ensure
its remarkably safe single-engine
performance. To put this into context. it
is possible to take off, at MAUW, on one
engine!
Suitably impressed, I started the
shutdown engine and slowly warmed
it up before increasing power. An
examination of the cruise revealed - as
I'd expected - that despite the 200hp,
the 'built-in headwind' provided by the
parasol wing, fixed undercarriage and

- go ahead and make a climbing turn,
into the dead engine!" This was a
,"equest that (with the exception of the
Adam ASOO centreline-thrust twil") that
I tested in 2003), I would probably have
turned down. However the remarkable
tractability of the AirCam had already
impressed me so much that without
a second's hesitation I rolled left and
simultaneously pulled the nose up into
a climb while opening the throttle on
the live engine. As with every other
manoeuvre I tried, this was very easy.
The rate 01 climb was in excess of
500ft/min, at the Vyse of SOkts, While
Ymca is an astonishing 40kts.

myriad struts and wires means that the
AirCam is no speedster. That said, it has
not been designed to go fast. as it is the
type of vehicle in which the Journey is
at leas as important as the destination.
It is much more fun to bumble along
at 500ft in Win-engine safety While
taking in the view trom this amazing
'ar"mchair in the sky'. With this in mind,
I descended to ultra low-level over the
lake for some 'gator spotting', I am
reliably informed that Lake Istokopoga
is home to around 10,000 of these qiant
reptiles, so while skimming along 10ft
above the water I certainly appreciated
the value of two engines! Before we

returned to Sebrinq. Phil briefly took
control to demonstrate how to escape
from a box canyon. As we crossed the
shore he swiftly pUshed the hrottles
wide open, hauled the nose up into a
tight spiral, and we went stra"ght up
without actually going along. Having
climbed
in 30 seconds, I looked
over the side, and we were still over
exactly the same spot!
As we approached Sebring. I made the
standard radio call, and was astonished
whel") someone asked: "Is that Dave
Unwin?" I answered in the affirmative.
and Cirrus Design's Paul Sallach (with

woott

From this angle you
can clearly see how
close the engines
are to the fuselage
centreline, and also
the relatively high
thrust line.

A step on the right
side provides access
to the front cockpit.

Lelt: These pictures
were taken from
two of the camera
mounts filted to
the aircraft. (Philip
Lockwood)
RiQht: Behind the
rear seat and located
almost exactly on
the CG is a capacious
cargo bay.

LOCKWOOD AIRCAM
.. DIMENSIONS
LENGTH

8.2m

27ft Gin

HEIGHT

256m

8ft 4in

WING SPAN

10.9m

36ft Gin

WING AREA

19.04m<

20Ssq ft

.. WEIGHTS AND LOADINGS
E:MPTY WEIGHT

472kg

l,040lb

MAXAUW

763kg

1.6801b
6401b

USEFUL LOAD

291kg

WING LOADING

40.07kglm 2

B.191b/sq It

POWER LOADING

S.l1kglkW

8.41blhp

FUEL CAPACITY

1061it

23.3 Imp gal

BAGGAGE CAPACITY

150kg

3301b

~

whom I'd floWfl a G3 the previous year)
replied: "Thought so!"
In the circuit the AirCam continued to
impress. I flew a series of circuits with
different amounts of flap, and made
both 'wheel' and three-point landiflgs.
AU the landings were very easy, and
with a threshold speed of 40kts I
could also clearly see that with only
a small headwind an experienced
AirCam pilot could almost 'hover'
down to the ground. Of course,
as it has low inertia and high drag
(particularly when the engines are
"
,
at idle, as the
two fixed pitch
IT S A
props create a
considerable
amount of drag) the Air Cam 1'11111 slow
rapidly. Consequently (and partiCUlarly
if you use full flap) you must monitor
the airspeed very carefully. Once you
flare, it bleeds energy extremely quickly,
and the POH actuaHy recommends
carrying power into the flare until
you've logged a few hours on type, The
demonstrated crosswind component
is surprisingly high at 12kts, although I
would think that (except in very unusual
circumstances) you could always find
a hundred metres of ground that were
into wind.
I also asked Phil to demo a sl-Iort field
take"off, and this was a real eye-opener,
I doubt if we even used 50 metres!
While taxiinC) back, I noted that the

wind had s rengthened considerably,
but despite this and the size of the fin,
any tendency to weathercock was easy
to control.
Back at Lockwood Aviation I noted
that the ramp was practically deserted,
so I amused myself with some very
tight turns by forcing the tailwheel
into 'swivel' and then pivoting around
one wheel, This really is a remarkably
controllable machine. 'also noted that
the temperatures of the pust1er engines
had stayed in he green the whole time
- an advafltage 01 being liquid"cooled,
Overall, I was
REAL
immensely impressed
by the AirCam, as
was Fletch. It offers
mUlti-engine safety, ultralight-type stall
speeds, plus exceptional visibility, In
fact. it has all the advantages of a high
wing and a low wing, due to the tandem
seating under a parasol wing. Take it
from me - it's a real 'magic carpet ride'!
Would I want one? Well, I wish that Key
Publishing would trade the Basset in
for one (although the Chair'man might
not agree!) It really is an amazing
machine for aerial photography, so
on this occasion I think photographer
Fletch should have the last word. As
he climbed out, he grinned and said:
"We've got to get one of these thinC)s!"
I wasn't surprised that he liked it. The
AirCam does exactly what it says on
the fin.

'MAGIC CARPET RIDE'!"

PERFORMANCE

VNE

96kts

CRUISE

8Gkts

148kmlh

STALL

33kts

61kmlh

CLIMB RATE

2,00Gft/min

10m/sec

$.£. SERVICE CEILING

lO,oooft

3,000m

178km/h

.. ENGINES
2 x Rotax 912S liquid-cooled flat-fours, producing 100hp

(74.S7kW) each at S,800rpm
.. PROPELLERS
Warp Drive composite three·blade fixed pitch
.. MANUFACTURER
Lockwood Aircraft Corporation
Sebring, Florida 33870. USA
Tel: 001 B63 655 4242, Fax: 001 863 655 6225
Email: lockwood@digital.net, Web: www.lockwoodaircraft.com
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It is great fun to bumble
along in twin-engine
safety while taking in the
view from this amazing
'armchair in the sky'.

